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The majority of fight critics at Jack

Johnson's training camp in Havana
agree that the big black is only a few
pounds heavier than when he met
Moran in Paris and still retains the
powerful kick he has previously
packed in both his mitts.

There. are also claims that he can
stand a staggering amount of punish-
ment, but his stamina cannot be
judged until he actually climbs into
the ring and goes a few rounds with
the white challenger.

The memory of Reno is still fresh
enough to cause a bit of skepticism
about training camp blurbs. Prior to
the day when Jeffries opened the way
for white hopes to flood the country
we were told by men on the ground,
experts who were supposed to know
their business, that the champion was
as good as he ever was in his life.
Then Jeff went into the ring and
made a pitiful showing.

He had caved in days before the
fight, his nerves were in shreds and
he knew he didn't have a chance. But
this was not mentioned, and the pub-

lic deluded itself into the belief that
the Jeffries of Reno was the Jeffries
who- - took the title from Bob

We can't see Willard counted out
before the fight begins. Jess is crude
in his work, admittedly,, but he is big
and powerful and lands with terrific
force. He can take punishment. Of
that there is no doubt. He is more
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even been pitted against After 20
rounds he will be better than an even
bet and there is every reason to be-

lieve he can stay with Johnson for
20 rounds.

Moran did it, and Moran is not so
powerful as Willard In several sec-

tions of his battle with Johnson,
Moran had the better of the fight, but
he lacked the power to force the

fc negro when he was in distress.

Tonight the Cubs begin their home-
ward march, with wel-spac- stops
along the route for games with teams
of various southern cities. Bresna-ha- n

will bring his men into Chicago
two or three days before the season
is scheduled to open with a game
against the St. Louis Cardinals. The
only home game previous to the
opening of the season will be with
the University of Chicago, April 12,
on the West Side.

Hot weather the past three days
sends the athletes away from Tampa
in better condition than was expected.
Fisher is thawing out his arm and
there is now no question of his abil-
ity to take his regular position when
the season opens. His work on the
trip north may be nothing sensation-
al, as he will not be allowed to take
any chances.

Cheney and Vaughn are the only
backward fellows and two weeks of
hard work will put them in pitching
condition. Manager Bresnahan has
ordered them to desist experimenting
with various new curves and stick to
the stuff that has made them success-
ful in the past Vaughn was fluting
with the eemry ball, but, as it is not
allowed in the National league, Bres-
nahan ordered him to quit. Cheney
has been trying an underhand curve,
and as a result has lost his control.

Both will be driven hard, as Vaughn
has some weight yet to take off. Bres-
nahan wants both in shape, as he
figures on getting a lot of work from
them in the first weeks of the 1915
campaign.

Each day makes it seem more cer-

tain that Polly McLarry has cement-
ed himself to the second bse job for
Bresnahan. The most encouraging
feature of the recruit's performance
is the success he has had with ed

pitching. If it continues
Bresnahan will not be obliged to
jflect Phelan into the fray, diflman--


